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The Swell Sofa collection is characterized by 
its plump, cushioned appearance. The name 
Swell emphasizes the design’s full silhouette,  
a reference to the rounded shape of rising 
bread. Swell consists of a robust padded back 
and seat and two curvy, comfortable armrests. 
The sofa comes in a 2-seater and a 3-seater 
version as well as an armchair. 

SWELL

Swell Sofa 2 seater

SWELL

Swell Sofa 3 seater



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Swell Sofa 3 seater



Swell Sofa in different variations
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KATEGORIPOUFS &
STOOLS

BIT
CIRCUS

SILO
TAP
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Bit Stool in different variations

BIT

Crafted from 100% recycled plastic,  
Bit Stool is a circular and versatile design  
with countless possibilities for any space. 

BIT Bit Stool’s straightforward, utilitarian look 
contrasts with the pixelated surface made up 
of small bits of 100% recycled plastic. For the 
production of Bit, post-industrial and 
post-household plastic waste is sorted, granu-
lated into small fragments and melted in a 
special mold. This is a particular process where 
the plastic fragments are heated to a 120°C 
melting point, making it possible to repeatedly 
reuse and reheat the material without altering 
its properties. The result is a circular stool 
design with a distinctive thickness and compo-
sition. The plastic granulate is sorted into dif-
ferent colors, and due to its origin and produc-
tion method, every Bit Stool is a bit unique. 
  Inspired by clear-cut shapes such 
as monoliths and columns, designer Simon 
Legald’s take on the stool is both bold and 
multifunctional. Legald elaborates: 
  “Bit Stool is a great example of 
how to utilize already existing materials for a 
more circular way of production. The unique 
thing about Bit Stool, besides its responsible 
material composition, is its ability to appear as 
a sculpture as well as a stool, a side table or a 
pedestal.” 
  A versatile furniture piece, Bit 
Stool takes on lots of different uses and can be 
adapted in many different ways. Use Bit as a 
pedestal for a floral arrangement, a side table 
for a favorite table lamp, as impromptu seating 
for an unexpected dinner guest, or even as a 
small table for shampoo in the shower. With-
standing temperatures from -10°C to +50°C, 
Bit Stool can also be used outdoors, offering  
a diversity of options for use in the garden,  
balcony or patio. 
  Bit comes in three different pil-
lar-inspired shapes and ten captivating color 
combinations. Choose the vivacious colored 
versions to highlight the striking design and 
distinctive materials or the elegantly demure 
black or white Bit Stools to subtly blend in with 
the existing decor. Add some panache to the 
store window, lobby or hotel room or invite Bit 
into your home to brighten up your living room, 
balcony, or the children’s bedroom. With its 
playful shape and fascinating array of hues, Bit 
Stool will bring a sense of personality to any 
setting.

Bit Stool Stack in White/White

BIT
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Bit Stool in White Multi

Bit Stool Cone in Black/White

Bit Stool Cone in Yellow

Bit Stool in White

Bit Stool Stack in Red

Bit Stool in Black Multi

Bit Stool Cone in Blue

Bit Stool Stack in Green

Bit Stool in Black 

Bit Stool Stack in White/White

BIT BIT
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packshot
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CIRCUS
The versatile Circus Pouf allows contradictions 
to meet in a design whose style is strict and 
minimalist, while at the same time having 
a soft and inviting expression. Circus Pouf 
comes in a luxurious velvet upholstery, while 
Circus Pouf Duo comprises two wool textiles in 
complementing tones, resembling the distinctive 
stripes of a circus tent, alluding to the popular 
pouf’s name. 

Circus Pouf Duo Large in Green

CIRCUS
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Circus Pouf in various colors and sizes

CIRCUS CIRCUS

Circus Pouf Small in Grey
Circus Pouf Large in Beige



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 
Circus Pouf Duo in various colors and sizes
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SILO GEOMETRIC  
SILHOUETTE IN  

REFINED UPHOLSTERY

Silo Pouf in various colors and sizes

TAP

TAP AN UNEXPECTED  
YET FAMILIAR  

STACKABLE STOOL

Tap Stool in various combinations
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TITEL UNDER OVERSKRIFT

Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

TABLES

SCALA
SLICE

UNION
FORM
ALLEZ

JOURNAL
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Scala Table is a straighforward design with 
an emphasis on the column’s architectural 
features. Scala’s characteristic frame is 
composed of four columns that change in 
expression depending on the vantage point. 
The sturdy base is fashioned from solid steel 
while the round tabletop is available in either 
oak veneer, marble or stainless steel in a 
variety of sizes.

SCALA

Scala Table H75 Ø150 cm with Coffee marble tabletop

Scala Tables in various combinations

Scala Table H75 Ø70 cm with Black oak tabletop
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Scala Table H75 Ø150 cm with oak tabletop

SCALA

Scala Table H75 Ø130 with White marble tabletop
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SLICE
Great attention has been paid to the details 
of the Slice collection, a series of tables 
characterized by timeless harmony. Slice is 
crafted from natural, high-quality materials 
that exude warmth and exclusiveness. The 
durability of the materials makes Slice suitable 
for homes, offices and restaurants that need a 
design that can withstand both frequent and 
long-term use.

Slice Table H75 Ø120 in oak

Slice Table H75 Ø120 cm with oak legs and linoleum tabletop



Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. Slice Table 90x300 in oak 
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Union Table 90x160 in Black

UNION

Union Table H75 Ø120 in White

Union offers a place for meals, work, studying, 
conversations and get-togethers. A gathering 
place for all kinds of activities, Union  
accommodates them all. A timeless table  
collection in a minimalistic, monochrome  
design with subtle brass details, the tabletop is 
made from nano-coated laminate while an airy 
steel design constitues the base. With fifteen 
tables of varyings shapes, heights and sizes, 
Union offers a wealth of options for all spaces. 
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Union Table in various combinations

UNION

Union Table in various combinations

UNION
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FORM CLEAN AND  
CONTEMPORARY 

CAFÉ TABLES

Form Café Table in various combinations

FORM180180 FORM

Form Café Table H74,5 Ø70 cm with White marble tabletop
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ALLEZ

Allez Table with oak tabletop
Allez Table with White marble tabletop

The versatile Allez collection also includes  
a table series. The Allez Table consists of a  
durable cast-iron base and a selection of 
square or circular tabletops. Inspired by 
the classic café table, the material options 
include marble, stainless steel and oak veneer 
in a variety of sizes. Just like its designated 
companion, the Allez Chair, Allez Table offers 
an abundance of combinations allowing the 
table to be tailored to suit any need. Allez Table and Chairs in various combinations



184 JOURNAL

JOURNAL FUNCTIONAL  
DOWN TO THE  

SMALLEST DETAIL

Journal Desk in White

185JOURNAL

Journal Desk in White
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KATEGORICOFFEE &
SIDE TABLES

PINE
TURN

LUNAR
SCALA
GROW
SOLID
DING

STOCK
STAY

TABLO
BLOCK
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Pine Table in various colors and sizes

The choice of pinewood sets the tone for the 
design of the Pine Tables. The tables gain a 
pleasing organic quality from the wood’s  
distinctive grain, and the overlooked wood 
species is given new life in a playful form.  
The collection features tables in two sizes and 
a series of finishes. Choose between natural 
lacquer or a range of stained pine variants in 
Dark Grey, Dark Blue or the new, bold colors of 
Rose and Light Green.

Pine Table Small in Dark Grey Pine Table Small in Pine

PINE

PINE
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Turn Table is a small yet functional table with 
a steel base and a wood or marble tabletop.  
The name refers to the rotational movement 
used to adjust the height of its round tabletop, 
gently raising it up from its bell-shaped steel 
base. With a minimum height of 41.5 cm and 
a maximum height of 66.5 cm, this small table 
can be easily adjusted to suits its existing 
surroundings.

Turn Table in White, Black and Grey

TURN

TURN

Turn Table Marble in White and Black



Turn Table Marble in White and Black
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Lunar Coffee Table H45 cm with Black aluminum legs and Black oak tabletop

Referring to its full-moon silhouette,  
the graceful Lunar Table is available in four 
beautiful surfaces made from gorgeous marble 
and warm, stately oak. With height options of 
40 or 45 cm, the Lunar tables can be arranged 
either individually or in a cluster to create a 
unique table decor, making the tables both  
a sophisticated and functional choice for any 
office lobby or soft open living space. 

Lunar Coffee Table H45 Ø60 cm with aluminum legs and oak tabletop
Lunar Coffee Table H40 Ø70 cm with aluminum legs and oak tabletop

LUNAR

LUNAR
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SCALA A TRIBUTE TO  
THE COLUMN’S  

ARCHITECTURAL  
SIGNIFICANCE 

Scala Coffee Table H40 Ø130 with oak tabletop

SCALA

Scala Coffee Table H40 Ø150 cm with Coffee marble tabletop
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Grow Coffee Table is crafted from solid oak 
in a finely balanced design with references to 
classic Danish shaker style. Grow gets its name 
from the distinctive, smooth transition from 
tabletop to legs, which gives the impression 
that the legs are growing out of the tabletop. 
With its simple silhouette and refined details, 
Grow alludes to the luxury of simplicity.

GROW

Grow Table Small in Black oak

GROW

Grow Table oak in various sizes
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Solid Table

201SOLID

SOLID

Solid Table

Solid is a minimalist coffee table made from 
just two components: A natural, solid ash base 
and an elegant marble tabletop. The result is a 
timeless and sturdy coffee table with a simple 
design stripped of unnecessary details. 
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Ding Table with Black oak legs and Smoke glass tabletop

DING

DING
German design duo Rudolph Schelling 
Webermann have created a simple coffee 
table that is assembled without the help of 
screws and tools. Ding Table consists quite 
simply of three legs made from oak. When 
put together they constitute a sculptural knot 
that works as the base for an exclusive glass 
tabletop. Ding Table with oak legs and glass tabletop
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
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Using the most elementary steel stock parts as their starting 
point, MSDS Studio have created Stock, an architectural 
little side table. Stock presents metal in a raw and 
deconstructed way while retaining a delicate, rigid quality.  
The table’s unconventional leg arrangement emphasizes the 
material’s strength and provides an interesting, sculptural 
composition of elements.

STOCK

STOCK

Stock Table in Black

Different interiors require different types of tables.  
Stay Table offers a range of small, multifunctional tables in 
two sizes designed for all settings and numerous uses.  
The rounded shape of the table stands in contrast to the flat 
and hard steel, giving Stay a simultaneously organic and 
industrial look. The practical, built-in shelf is ideal for storing 
magazines, books, design objects or toys.

STAY

STAY

Stay Table 40x40 cm in Grey
Stay Table 40x52 cm in Grey
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TABLO FUNCTION AND  
AESTHETIC UNITED IN 

A SIMPLE DESIGN

Tablo Table Small in Grey

207BLOCK

BLOCK SPACIOUSNESS ON A 
SMALL SCALE

Block Table Ø45 cm in White
Block Table in White
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KATEGORISTORAGE

RIB
JALOUSI

JAM
KABINO

ONE STEP UP
JET
TOJ
SKO
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Inspired by the recognizable architecture of 
traditional Nordic summerhouses, the Rib 
collection is dinstiguished by its ornamental 
solid oak slats. Rib comes in a sideboard 
and cabinet version, both providing a 
contemporary storage solution wrapped in a 
the timeless and classic aesthetic. Although 
classic in appearance, Rib boasts modern 
features such as push latches, making handles 
redundant, and leaving the facade clean and 
harmonious. 

RIB

Rib Cabinet in Black oak

Rib Cabinet in Black oak
Rib Sideboard in oak

Rib Cabinet in oak
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JALOUSI

Jalousi Cabinet High in Light Grey

213213JALOUSI

INTERPRETING  
THE CLASSIC ROLL-

FRONT CABINET

Jalousi Sideboard in Light Grey
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Jam Bookcase

COMPOSED  
OF JUST THREE  

DIFFERENT ELEMENTS

JAM

JAM

Jam Bookcase with 6 poles

JAM



Lines, shapes and forms  

The fundamental elements of any design









Contrasting lines or complementary lines, 

Our designs find common ground in  
simplistic lines and soft silhouettes
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Gendam, officiis dolorib ernaturepera plaut a 
rumqui ut fugitatem et am et, sincipsandit labo. 

Kabino Sideboard in White

Kabino Dresser with five drawers in White Kabino Bedside Table in Grey

The Kabino series consists of two different 
sideboards, a bedside table and two dressers 
with five and six drawers, respectively.
The many small details of the design help 
create a visual break in the unizform surface 
of the front, while a frame of ash softens the 
industrial expression, adding warmth and 
exclusivity. 

KABINO

KABINO
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ONE STEP UP
Francis Cayouette’s One Step Up shelving unit is inspired by 
the form and function of a ladder. The natural ash wood and 
industrial metal shelves create an interesting dynamic.  
Ideal for storage, it can be used alone or as part of a 
shelving system comprising several units. One Step Up is 
flexible and can easily be folded together and moved from 
one place to another. 

One Step Up High

JET 229

JET
An experiment with compositions of surfaces, spaciousness 
and texture has lead to the design of Jet, a light aluminum 
shelf with a spacious design and a clear-cut industrial 
silhouette. An asymmetric relationship between a horizontal 
and vertical surface creates the Jet shelf’s architectural 
design and comes together as an attractive platform for 
storage and display.

Jet Shelf 160 cm in White
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Toj Clothes Rack Small in White

TOJ

TOJ & SKO

Sko Shoe Rack in Grey

MINIMALIST  
CONSTRUCTION,  

INDUSTRIAL  
EXPRESSION

SKO
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KATEGORIRUGS

POLLI
OONA
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Polli Rug in Dark Grey Multi

POLLI

POLLI

With its balanced tones and tightly woven 
recycled PET yarn, the Polli Rug adds texture, 
warmth and cohesiveness to any furnishing. 
Polli is crafted from 100% recycled post- 
consumer PET yarn and woven into discrete, 
mottled patterns. The plastic waste is pre- 
processed into short textile fibers, which are 
spun into a fine yarn and woven into soft,  
elegant, ultra-durable rugs that are easy to 
maintain and with minimal shedding. 

Polli Rug in various sizes and colors
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Oona Rug in Rose

A PLAY BETWEEN 
SHAPES AND  
CONTRASTS

OONA

OONA

Oona Rug in various sizes and colors

OONA
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KATEGORIOUTDOOR

ALLEZ 
BIT
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Alle Chair in Park Green
Allez Table with three legs and stainless steel tabletop

Allez Chairs & Tables in various combinations Bit Stool in White and Black

OUTDOOR

OUTDOOR
Create personalized spaces for outdoor living 
with Normann Copenhagen’s outdoor col- 
lections. With the lines between the indoors 
and outdoors increasingly blurring, the desire 
for indoor living spaces that flow seamlessly 
into outside environments is on the rise.  
Venture outside with Allez and Bit, both  
flexible and versatile designs characterized by 
enduring, weather-resistant finishes and long-
lasting qualities. 
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Bit Stool Cone in Yellow

OUTDOOR

From small balconies to grand patios and cozy 
garden nooks, the Allez Chair and Table duo are 
the perfect companions for outdoor environ-
ments.
  Based on an innovative compo-
nent-built construction, the Allez Chair can be 
customized to match any desired expression or 
complement any setting. With a variety of seats 
to choose between, Allez can obtain a diversity 
of different expressions. From a French bistro 
look evoked by an enduring molded polypro-
pylene wicker seat, or a clean, minimalistic 
appearance induced by a monotone polyamide 
seat featuring a discreet hole leading rainwater 
away, to an equally comfortable and sophisti-
cated expression with color-coordinated out-
door upholstery with the ability to withstand 
the wear and tear of outdoor use. Allez offers 
the possibility to create personalized spaces for 
outdoor living. 
  A trusted companion to its name-
sake chair, the Allez Table is characterized by 
sleek, elegant lines from all vantage points and a 
cylindrical cast iron 3 or 4-legged pedestal base 
discretely shaped to mimic the curvature of the 
Allez Chair’s legs. Adjustable feet have been 
incorporated in the design, making it possible 
to stabilize it on uneven surfaces. Allez offers 
flexibility with the choice of either circular or 
square tabletops made from a broad assortment 
of materials. Inspired by traditional café tables, 
Allez includes two tabletop options that are 
ideal for outdoor use: Timeless marble or light-
weight, 4mm thin solid stainless steel, as well as 
a timeless oak variant for indoor use. The many 
possible combinations allow for an Allez ensem-
ble to constitue the setting for many memorable 
outdoor moments. 
   Repurposing plastic waste, the Bit 
Stool boasts the added bonus of weather- 
resistant material, making it ideal for both in-
door and outdoor settings. The versatile stool, 
which doubles as a pedestal or side table, with-
stands temperatures of -10°C to +50°C, making 
it suitable as a multifunctional piece of furniture 
for small apartment balcony as well as the grand 
garden or any other kind of environment out-
side. With its compact size and a weight of only 
4.5 kg, Bit is easy to move around, allowing it to 
fulfill any need in any setting throughout the day.

Allez Chair in various colors

OUTDOOR
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Bit Stool in White and Black

OUTDOOR

Allez Chairs in Black with molded wicker seat
Allez Tables with four legs and Black marble tabletop



Allez Chair in Grey




